
AbstractAbstract
The kinetic Monte Carlo Reaction Path Following (kMCRPF) techniqThe kinetic Monte Carlo Reaction Path Following (kMCRPF) technique is applied to ue is applied to 
determine the lowest energy water pathway and the coordinating adetermine the lowest energy water pathway and the coordinating amino acids in both mino acids in both 
bAQP1 and GlpF channels. We find that ibAQP1 and GlpF channels. We find that in bAQP1 only one water molecule at a time n bAQP1 only one water molecule at a time 
passes through the pore between the NPA and SF sites. The water passes through the pore between the NPA and SF sites. The water chain is interrupted at the chain is interrupted at the 
SF where a water forms three stable hydrogen bonds with protein SF where a water forms three stable hydrogen bonds with protein atoms. The water atoms. The water 
conformation in this SF depends on the protonation locus of H182conformation in this SF depends on the protonation locus of H182. In GlpF two water . In GlpF two water 
molecules can simultaneously bond to the NPA asparagines and pasmolecules can simultaneously bond to the NPA asparagines and pass through the SF in s through the SF in 
zigzag fashion. Consequently water molecules are energetically dzigzag fashion. Consequently water molecules are energetically disfavored in the pore isfavored in the pore 
region of GlpF. This might be a major reason why water permeatesregion of GlpF. This might be a major reason why water permeates much less well through much less well through 
GlpF than through bAQP1. The permeation of KGlpF than through bAQP1. The permeation of K++ ions through bAQP1 and GlpF is barred ions through bAQP1 and GlpF is barred 
due to a large free energy barrier in the NPA region. There is adue to a large free energy barrier in the NPA region. There is also a large energy barrier lso a large energy barrier 
blocking Kblocking K++ entry from the cytoplasmic mouth. Permeation of Clentry from the cytoplasmic mouth. Permeation of Cl-- ions is prevented due to ions is prevented due to 
two large energy barriers in the cytoplasmic and periplasmic portwo large energy barriers in the cytoplasmic and periplasmic pores. In both channels there is es. In both channels there is 
a large free energy barrier barring Cla large free energy barrier barring Cl-- entry from the extracellular mouth. entry from the extracellular mouth. In bAQP1 proton In bAQP1 proton 
transfer might be structurally prohibited due to disruption of ttransfer might be structurally prohibited due to disruption of the water chain in the SF or he water chain in the SF or 
restricted rotational mobility of four water molecules located brestricted rotational mobility of four water molecules located between the SF and NPA etween the SF and NPA 
sites. In GlpF there is no clear structural mechanism for protonsites. In GlpF there is no clear structural mechanism for proton blockage. Alternatively, in blockage. Alternatively, in 
both bAQP1 and GlpF proton impermeability may reflect electrostaboth bAQP1 and GlpF proton impermeability may reflect electrostatics, due to the large tics, due to the large 
energy barrier for transport of positive charge at the NPA site.energy barrier for transport of positive charge at the NPA site.



IntroductionIntroduction
The structures of bAQP1 and GlpF have been atomically resolved [The structures of bAQP1 and GlpF have been atomically resolved [1,2]. However, the 1,2]. However, the 
mechanism of water selectivity, proton discrimination and ion exmechanism of water selectivity, proton discrimination and ion exclusion remains highly clusion remains highly 
controversial. Some features governing water selectivity in AQPscontroversial. Some features governing water selectivity in AQPs have been proposed based have been proposed based 
on the crystal structures: the small size of the constriction, ton the crystal structures: the small size of the constriction, the location of a helical dipole he location of a helical dipole 
moment near the constriction, unfavorable conditions for ions inmoment near the constriction, unfavorable conditions for ions inside the pore; a curved side the pore; a curved 
pathway that promotes disruption of a hydrogenpathway that promotes disruption of a hydrogen--bonded (HBbonded (HB--ed) water chain aborting proton ed) water chain aborting proton 
conduction [3]; an HB isolation mechanism, blocking proton transconduction [3]; an HB isolation mechanism, blocking proton transfer at the NPA motifs of fer at the NPA motifs of 
AQP1 [4]. Molecular dynamics simulations provided further, not aAQP1 [4]. Molecular dynamics simulations provided further, not always selflways self--consistent, consistent, 
insights: disruption of water flow due to diffusive fluctuationsinsights: disruption of water flow due to diffusive fluctuations in constriction size [5]; in constriction size [5]; 
disruption of contiguous HBdisruption of contiguous HB--ed water chains ed water chains within the singlewithin the single--file selectivity filter (SF) file selectivity filter (SF) 
region and the NPA site for both AQP1 and GlpF [6]; very little region and the NPA site for both AQP1 and GlpF [6]; very little HBHB--eded disruption in the SF disruption in the SF 
region and none at the NPA motif, with a bipolar water molecule region and none at the NPA motif, with a bipolar water molecule configuration within the configuration within the 
channel, precluding proton conduction in GlpF [7]. However, the channel, precluding proton conduction in GlpF [7]. However, the most recent MD results most recent MD results 
[8,9,10] tend strongly to support electrostatic influences as th[8,9,10] tend strongly to support electrostatic influences as the major mechanism for proton e major mechanism for proton 
exclusion in AQPs due to a large energy barrier in the NPA regioexclusion in AQPs due to a large energy barrier in the NPA region.n.
To examine these proposals we carried out kMCRPF simulations detTo examine these proposals we carried out kMCRPF simulations determining the lowest ermining the lowest 
energy path followed by waters through bAQP1 and GlpF. Our resulenergy path followed by waters through bAQP1 and GlpF. Our results provide insights into ts provide insights into 
the mechanism of water transport and ion exclusion and identify the mechanism of water transport and ion exclusion and identify the role of porethe role of pore--lining lining 
residues. The mechanism of proton exclusion might be more compliresidues. The mechanism of proton exclusion might be more complicated than is suggested cated than is suggested 
by recent MD studies based on empirical models for hydroniumby recent MD studies based on empirical models for hydronium [8[8--10].10].



Computational modelComputational model
Simulations are performed using our Simulations are performed using our MCICP (Monte Carlo Ion Channel Proteins) MCICP (Monte Carlo Ion Channel Proteins) code code 
with the following assumptions (with the following assumptions (Figure 1Figure 1):):

•• Bulk water regions are treated as continua with ε = 80. An aquapBulk water regions are treated as continua with ε = 80. An aquaporin subunit is immersed orin subunit is immersed 
in a low dielectric (ε = 1) membrane slab. The reaction field isin a low dielectric (ε = 1) membrane slab. The reaction field is treated by the method of treated by the method of 
images; van der Waals (vdW) and electrostatic interactions are cimages; van der Waals (vdW) and electrostatic interactions are computed with no cutoff.omputed with no cutoff.

•• We use partial charges and vdW parameters of the CHARMM22 allWe use partial charges and vdW parameters of the CHARMM22 all--hydrogen force field hydrogen force field 
with TIP3P water. The crystallographic structures of the bAQP1 [with TIP3P water. The crystallographic structures of the bAQP1 [1] and GlpF [2] 1] and GlpF [2] 
monomers at 2.2 Å resolution (pdb entries 1J4N and 1FX8, respectmonomers at 2.2 Å resolution (pdb entries 1J4N and 1FX8, respectively) were used and ively) were used and 
held rigid. “Missing” hydrogens were added using an option of  held rigid. “Missing” hydrogens were added using an option of  MCICPMCICP..

•• The pore and mouths were filled by explicit waters (The pore and mouths were filled by explicit waters (~1,200~1,200). A “tagged”). A “tagged” water, Kwater, K++ and and 
ClCl-- ions were monitored along the conduction pathway using kMCRPF [ions were monitored along the conduction pathway using kMCRPF [11,12] under 11,12] under 
applied pressure to determine interaction energies (electrostatiapplied pressure to determine interaction energies (electrostatic + vdW) with the protein c + vdW) with the protein 
and with other water molecules and potential of mean force (PMF)and with other water molecules and potential of mean force (PMF) along the pores.along the pores.

•• Preferential sampling techniques, initially developed to efficiePreferential sampling techniques, initially developed to efficiently simulate dilute aqueous ntly simulate dilute aqueous 
solutions, were adopted and incorporated in the solutions, were adopted and incorporated in the kMCRPF methodkMCRPF method to move a to move a “tagged” “tagged” 
water andwater and the waters near it in the protein pore more frequently than thothe waters near it in the protein pore more frequently than those further away.se further away.

•• A backward sampling approach for free energy perturbation calculA backward sampling approach for free energy perturbation calculations was incorporated ations was incorporated 
in the kMCRPF method. The increment in the reaction coordinate (in the kMCRPF method. The increment in the reaction coordinate (it is not fixed) follows it is not fixed) follows 
from from thermally activated kinetic jumps. thermally activated kinetic jumps. The total free energy change along the pore is the The total free energy change along the pore is the 
sum of the free energy changes for various values of the reactiosum of the free energy changes for various values of the reaction coordinate.n coordinate.



Water’s lowest energy pathway in bAQP1 and GlpFWater’s lowest energy pathway in bAQP1 and GlpF
A “tagged” water molecule was placed near the NPA site (the coorA “tagged” water molecule was placed near the NPA site (the coordinate frame origin) dinate frame origin) 
and Metropolis Monte Carlo (MMC) simulations carried out using tand Metropolis Monte Carlo (MMC) simulations carried out using the kMCRPF technique he kMCRPF technique 
[11,12]. Reaction pathways were followed in both bAQP1 and GlpF,[11,12]. Reaction pathways were followed in both bAQP1 and GlpF, moving towards the moving towards the 
cytoplasmic and periplasmic sides of the protein, thus determinicytoplasmic and periplasmic sides of the protein, thus determining the lowest energy paths ng the lowest energy paths 
and the amino acids that line the AQP pores and coordinate the tand the amino acids that line the AQP pores and coordinate the translocating water.ranslocating water.
Figures 2A & 2BFigures 2A & 2B illustrate the water conduction pathway through the bAQP1 and Gillustrate the water conduction pathway through the bAQP1 and GlpF lpF 
pores, respectively. The pore length is about 20 Å. Amino acids pores, respectively. The pore length is about 20 Å. Amino acids lining the pore and lining the pore and 
coordinating the translocating water are shown. The hydrophilic coordinating the translocating water are shown. The hydrophilic faces of the pores are faces of the pores are 
formed by the following residues:formed by the following residues:
For For bAQP1bAQP1: : cytoplasmic regioncytoplasmic region: carbonyl oxygens of G74, A75, H76 & L77; : carbonyl oxygens of G74, A75, H76 & L77; midmid--
membranemembrane: side chain amides of N78 & N194; : side chain amides of N78 & N194; extracellular regionextracellular region: carbonyl oxygens of : carbonyl oxygens of 
G192, C191 & G190, HE hydrogen of R197, NE2 nitrogen of H182.G192, C191 & G190, HE hydrogen of R197, NE2 nitrogen of H182.
For For GlpFGlpF: : cytoplasmic regioncytoplasmic region: carbonyl oxygens of S63, G64, A65, H66 & L67; : carbonyl oxygens of S63, G64, A65, H66 & L67; midmid--
membranemembrane: side chain amides of N68 & N203; : side chain amides of N68 & N203; extracellular regionextracellular region: carbonyl oxygens of : carbonyl oxygens of 
M202, A201, F200, & G199, HE hydrogen of R206.M202, A201, F200, & G199, HE hydrogen of R206.
There are clear differences in the amino acids forming the hydroThere are clear differences in the amino acids forming the hydrophilic face of the pore in philic face of the pore in 
the constriction region. The location of proton on the NE2 or NDthe constriction region. The location of proton on the NE2 or ND1 atom of H182 affects 1 atom of H182 affects 
water orientation in the SF of the bAQP1 channel.water orientation in the SF of the bAQP1 channel.



Equilibrium configuration of the water chain in the bAQP1 and GlEquilibrium configuration of the water chain in the bAQP1 and GlpF porespF pores

The AQP pores and mouths were filled by explicit waters. Using tThe AQP pores and mouths were filled by explicit waters. Using the MMC technique the he MMC technique the 
system was allowed to evolve to equilibrium with the protein helsystem was allowed to evolve to equilibrium with the protein held rigid. Water d rigid. Water 
configuration was monitored during equilibration until stabilityconfiguration was monitored during equilibration until stability was achieved. Numerous was achieved. Numerous 
Monte Carlo (MC) runs were carried out to determine characteristMonte Carlo (MC) runs were carried out to determine characteristic features of the ic features of the 
equilibrium water chain in both bAQP1 and GlpF pores.equilibrium water chain in both bAQP1 and GlpF pores.
Figures 3A & 3B Figures 3A & 3B illustrates two snapshots of the equilibrium structure of the HBillustrates two snapshots of the equilibrium structure of the HB--ed ed 
network of water molecules in bAQP1 at 300 K. Fig. 3B shows the network of water molecules in bAQP1 at 300 K. Fig. 3B shows the effect of protonating effect of protonating 
the NE2 atom of H182 (the ND1 of H182 is unprotonated). Only prothe NE2 atom of H182 (the ND1 of H182 is unprotonated). Only protein atoms forming the tein atoms forming the 
pore’s hydrophilic face are shown. The two SF water molecules 1 pore’s hydrophilic face are shown. The two SF water molecules 1 & 4 are HB acceptors & 4 are HB acceptors 
from the protein. Water 1 (in the SF) donates both H atoms to thfrom the protein. Water 1 (in the SF) donates both H atoms to the protein. It is oriented e protein. It is oriented 
perpendicular to the channel axis and is four (or possibly five)perpendicular to the channel axis and is four (or possibly five) coordinate. Water 4 (at the coordinate. Water 4 (at the 
NPA site) donates both H atoms to two adjacent waters. Other watNPA site) donates both H atoms to two adjacent waters. Other waters either donate or ers either donate or 
accept a hydrogen from two adjacent water molecules or donate a accept a hydrogen from two adjacent water molecules or donate a hydrogen to COs of the hydrogen to COs of the 
channel. The four water molecules, highlighted by a green rectanchannel. The four water molecules, highlighted by a green rectangle, adopt a stable, highly gle, adopt a stable, highly 
ordered conformation. Water molecules outside this region reorieordered conformation. Water molecules outside this region reorient due to thermal nt due to thermal 
fluctuations. Switching the proton from the ND1 atom of H182 to fluctuations. Switching the proton from the ND1 atom of H182 to the NE2 of H182 effects the NE2 of H182 effects 
the configuration of water 1; water 1 donates its H to adjacent the configuration of water 1; water 1 donates its H to adjacent water molecule (Fig. 3B).water molecule (Fig. 3B).



Figures 4A & 4B Figures 4A & 4B illustrates two snapshots of the equilibrium structure of the waillustrates two snapshots of the equilibrium structure of the water HBter HB--ed ed 
network in GlpF at 300 K. Two waters (1 & 2), accept H atoms fronetwork in GlpF at 300 K. Two waters (1 & 2), accept H atoms from R206 and both the N68 m R206 and both the N68 
and N203 residues, respectively. Water 1 (in the SF) donates oneand N203 residues, respectively. Water 1 (in the SF) donates one or both of its H atoms to or both of its H atoms to 
COs of G199 or F200. Water 2 (at the NPA site) donates both of iCOs of G199 or F200. Water 2 (at the NPA site) donates both of its H atoms to two adjacent ts H atoms to two adjacent 
water molecules. The waters between waters 1 & 2 and outside thiwater molecules. The waters between waters 1 & 2 and outside this region undergo thermally s region undergo thermally 
induced reorientation. The GlpF pore accommodates more water molinduced reorientation. The GlpF pore accommodates more water molecules. The water chain ecules. The water chain 
zigzags; at some sites a water coordinates more than two neighbozigzags; at some sites a water coordinates more than two neighboring waters. Significant ring waters. Significant 
water occupancy is observed in the NPA region. There is also simwater occupancy is observed in the NPA region. There is also simultaneous oxygen binding ultaneous oxygen binding 
of two water molecules to the NPA asparagines. In contrast to bAof two water molecules to the NPA asparagines. In contrast to bAQP1, all water molecules in QP1, all water molecules in 
the SF and in the NPA region in GlpF reorient thermally at 300 Kthe SF and in the NPA region in GlpF reorient thermally at 300 K..
Main Observations:Main Observations:

•• In bAQP1 the water chain is frequently interrupted in the SF wheIn bAQP1 the water chain is frequently interrupted in the SF where water 1 forms three re water 1 forms three 
stable hydrogen bonds with the proteinstable hydrogen bonds with the protein. . The two water molecules flanking water 1 often The two water molecules flanking water 1 often 
do not HB with it. Four water molecules have a stable, highly ordo not HB with it. Four water molecules have a stable, highly ordered equilibrium dered equilibrium 
orientation. Thermal fluctuations reorient the water molecule adorientation. Thermal fluctuations reorient the water molecule adjacent to water 4 as well jacent to water 4 as well 
as other waters in the cytoplasmic pore (compare Figs. 3A and 3Bas other waters in the cytoplasmic pore (compare Figs. 3A and 3B) disrupting a bipolar ) disrupting a bipolar 
orientation [7].orientation [7].

•• In contrast, in GlpF the whole water chain can form hydrogen bonIn contrast, in GlpF the whole water chain can form hydrogen bonds with adjacent ds with adjacent 
waters and protein atoms and break them relatively easy due to twaters and protein atoms and break them relatively easy due to thermal fluctuations. hermal fluctuations. 
There are no local restrictions on water molecules’ reorientatioThere are no local restrictions on water molecules’ reorientation at the NPA motifs.n at the NPA motifs.



Water flow through the bAQP1 and GlpF poresWater flow through the bAQP1 and GlpF pores

A transmembrane hydrostatic pressure difference (A transmembrane hydrostatic pressure difference (~987 atm~987 atm) was generated to produce a net ) was generated to produce a net 
directional water flow through the AQP pore. The technique for adirectional water flow through the AQP pore. The technique for applying pressure in the Zpplying pressure in the Z--
direction on all water molecules was incorporated into the MMC adirection on all water molecules was incorporated into the MMC algorithm. Movies of MC lgorithm. Movies of MC 
simulations illustrating water flow through the bAQP1 and GlpF csimulations illustrating water flow through the bAQP1 and GlpF channels under applied hannels under applied 
pressure are available at the URL (pressure are available at the URL (http://people.brandeis.edu/~gennady/AQP.htmlhttp://people.brandeis.edu/~gennady/AQP.html). ). 

In bAQP1, water molecules smoothly permeate with In bAQP1, water molecules smoothly permeate with restricted rotational mobilityrestricted rotational mobility in a single in a single 
file in the region between the SF and the NPA site. The water mofile in the region between the SF and the NPA site. The water movement involves gradual vement involves gradual 
exchange of waterexchange of water--water and waterwater and water--protein hydrogen bonds. In this simulation the NE2 atom protein hydrogen bonds. In this simulation the NE2 atom 
of H182 that points into the bAQP1 pore (see Fig. 3) was not proof H182 that points into the bAQP1 pore (see Fig. 3) was not protonated (proton is located on tonated (proton is located on 
the ND1 of H182). Therefore, each water molecule permeating throthe ND1 of H182). Therefore, each water molecule permeating through the SF orients ugh the SF orients 
perpendicularly to the channel axis forming three HBs with the pperpendicularly to the channel axis forming three HBs with the protein. rotein. 

Water permeation in GlpF is very different. Under applied pressuWater permeation in GlpF is very different. Under applied pressure there is significant water re there is significant water 
occupancy at both the SF and the NPA sites. The water molecules occupancy at both the SF and the NPA sites. The water molecules pass one another inside the pass one another inside the 
GlpF pore even in the narrowest SF region. There is no water sinGlpF pore even in the narrowest SF region. There is no water single file. The movement of gle file. The movement of 
neighboring water molecules is weakly correlated and they are dineighboring water molecules is weakly correlated and they are disordered. sordered. Due to being Due to being 
coordinated with more than two neighboring waters the water molecoordinated with more than two neighboring waters the water molecules are energetically cules are energetically 
disfavored. It has been suggested [2] that this might be the majdisfavored. It has been suggested [2] that this might be the major reason why water permeates or reason why water permeates 
much less well through the GlpF channel than through the AQP1 chmuch less well through the GlpF channel than through the AQP1 channel.annel.
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Figure 5.Figure 5. The effective radius of the The effective radius of the 
pore along the water pathway in pore along the water pathway in 
bAQP1 and GlpF. The pore radius was bAQP1 and GlpF. The pore radius was 
determined using the MCICP code by determined using the MCICP code by 
squeezing a variable radius sphere squeezing a variable radius sphere 
along the curvilinear pathway. In along the curvilinear pathway. In 
bAQP1 at Z ~ bAQP1 at Z ~ --7.3 Å the periplasmic 7.3 Å the periplasmic 
pore is narrowest, ~1.42 Å, forming the pore is narrowest, ~1.42 Å, forming the 
constriction region. In GlpF the pore constriction region. In GlpF the pore 
narrows to about 2 Å in the SF and at Z narrows to about 2 Å in the SF and at Z 
~6 Å. At Z ~ ~6 Å. At Z ~ --3 Å and Z ~2.5 Å GlpF’s 3 Å and Z ~2.5 Å GlpF’s 
pore radius (~2.8 Å) is sufficiently pore radius (~2.8 Å) is sufficiently 
large for waters to overtake one large for waters to overtake one 
another. In both AQPs the pore another. In both AQPs the pore 
narrows to a radius of about 2 Å at the narrows to a radius of about 2 Å at the 
cytoplasmic entrance. At the NPA cytoplasmic entrance. At the NPA 
motifs (Z ~0 Å) the maximum pore motifs (Z ~0 Å) the maximum pore 
radius is ~2.25 Å and ~2.5 Å in bAQP1 radius is ~2.25 Å and ~2.5 Å in bAQP1 
and GlpF, respectively.and GlpF, respectively.



Water energetics in the bAQP1 and GlpF poresWater energetics in the bAQP1 and GlpF pores
Figure 6AFigure 6A illustrates the total (electrostatic + vdW) interaction energy illustrates the total (electrostatic + vdW) interaction energy between a “tagged” between a “tagged” 
water and its surroundings (protein monomer, explicit waters, buwater and its surroundings (protein monomer, explicit waters, bulk regions). As the kMCRPF lk regions). As the kMCRPF 
technique describes the kinetics of water permeation, the energytechnique describes the kinetics of water permeation, the energy profiles exhibit fluctuations. profiles exhibit fluctuations. 
To ensure a contiguous HBTo ensure a contiguous HB--ed water chain and concerted displacement of waters inside the ed water chain and concerted displacement of waters inside the 
pore we applied a transchannel pressure of 100 atm during kMCRPFpore we applied a transchannel pressure of 100 atm during kMCRPF simulations. simulations. Red and Red and 
blue tracesblue traces correspond to water permeation through the bAQP1 pore with and correspond to water permeation through the bAQP1 pore with and without a without a 
proton on the NE2 atom of H182, respectively. Protonation of NE2proton on the NE2 atom of H182, respectively. Protonation of NE2 of H182 in bAQP1 (of H182 in bAQP1 (blue blue 
tracetrace) has no significant effect on water energetics in the SF. It on) has no significant effect on water energetics in the SF. It only affects the orientation of ly affects the orientation of 
water 1 in the SF (see Fig. 3). water 1 in the SF (see Fig. 3). Green traceGreen trace corresponds to water permeation through the GlpF corresponds to water permeation through the GlpF 
pore. In the SF of both the bAQP1 and GlpF proteins the total enpore. In the SF of both the bAQP1 and GlpF proteins the total energy of a permeating water ergy of a permeating water 
differs from zero. Away from the SF, the energy fluctuates aroundiffers from zero. Away from the SF, the energy fluctuates around zero.d zero.
Figure 6BFigure 6B illustrates PMF profiles for water permeation through the bAQP1illustrates PMF profiles for water permeation through the bAQP1 and GlpF pores. and GlpF pores. 
The free energy profiles mimic a broad energy well within the poThe free energy profiles mimic a broad energy well within the pore region. In both bAQP1 re region. In both bAQP1 
and GlpF, the water molecules are energetically favored in the pand GlpF, the water molecules are energetically favored in the pore (from Z ~ ore (from Z ~ --10 Å to Z ~ 10 Å to Z ~ 
+10 Å) relative to protein mouths. This result indicates that th+10 Å) relative to protein mouths. This result indicates that the channel environment is well e channel environment is well 
suited for water molecules to enter the pore from both cytoplasmsuited for water molecules to enter the pore from both cytoplasmic and periplasmic mouths. ic and periplasmic mouths. 
In the SF the depth of the free energy well in both bAQP1 and GlIn the SF the depth of the free energy well in both bAQP1 and GlpF is nearly the same. At pF is nearly the same. At 
the NPA site and in the cytoplasmic pore the energy well is deepthe NPA site and in the cytoplasmic pore the energy well is deeper in GlpF than in bAQP1. It er in GlpF than in bAQP1. It 
suggests that water permeation through the GlpF pore requires a suggests that water permeation through the GlpF pore requires a larger activation energy larger activation energy 
compared to that in the bAQP1 pore.compared to that in the bAQP1 pore.



Ionic energetics in the bAQP1 and GlpF poresIonic energetics in the bAQP1 and GlpF pores
Figure 7A Figure 7A illustrates the total (electrostatic + vdW) interaction energy willustrates the total (electrostatic + vdW) interaction energy with the protein and ith the protein and 
water for a Kwater for a K++ ion translocating through both bAQP1 and GlpF pores. At the NPAion translocating through both bAQP1 and GlpF pores. At the NPA sites in sites in 
both channels there is a large energy barrier prohibiting Kboth channels there is a large energy barrier prohibiting K++ passage. The total energy drops passage. The total energy drops 
steadily on both sides from the NPA. In bAQP1, the protonation osteadily on both sides from the NPA. In bAQP1, the protonation of the NE2 atom of H182 f the NE2 atom of H182 
(the ND1 of H182 is unprotonated) produces an additional energy (the ND1 of H182 is unprotonated) produces an additional energy barrier at the location of barrier at the location of 
the NE2 atom in the SF region (compare the NE2 atom in the SF region (compare red and blue tracesred and blue traces). In the GlpF pore the energy ). In the GlpF pore the energy 
barrier at the NPA (barrier at the NPA (green tracegreen trace) is less than that in the bAQP1 pore.) is less than that in the bAQP1 pore.

Figure 7B Figure 7B shows PMF profiles for Kshows PMF profiles for K++ permeation through the bAQP1 and GlpF pores. permeation through the bAQP1 and GlpF pores. 
These demonstrate the major free energy barrier at the NPA regioThese demonstrate the major free energy barrier at the NPA region in both channels. For a  n in both channels. For a  
protonated NE2 atom of H182 the free energy barrier reappears atprotonated NE2 atom of H182 the free energy barrier reappears at Z ~ Z ~ --5 Å (compare 5 Å (compare red red 
and blue curvesand blue curves). The free energy in the cytoplasmic mouth (from Z ~ 10 Å to Z ). The free energy in the cytoplasmic mouth (from Z ~ 10 Å to Z ~ 20 Å) is ~ 20 Å) is 
significantly higher than that in the periplasmic mouth (from Z significantly higher than that in the periplasmic mouth (from Z ~ ~ --20 Å to Z ~ 20 Å to Z ~ --10 Å) due to 10 Å) due to 
the many positively charged cytoplasmic residues (R161, R162, R1the many positively charged cytoplasmic residues (R161, R162, R163, R164, R236 & 63, R164, R236 & 
R243) located roughly in a plane perpendicular to the channel axR243) located roughly in a plane perpendicular to the channel axis and forming a semiis and forming a semi--
circle around the axis. This barrier bars Kcircle around the axis. This barrier bars K++ entry from the cytoplasm. The free energy entry from the cytoplasm. The free energy 
barrier at the NPA region is lower in GlpF (barrier at the NPA region is lower in GlpF (green curvegreen curve) than that in bAQP1. The free ) than that in bAQP1. The free 
energy barrier in the cytoplasmic mouth of GlpF is similar to thenergy barrier in the cytoplasmic mouth of GlpF is similar to that in bAQP1 and originates at in bAQP1 and originates 
from positively charged residues K33, R84 & R252.from positively charged residues K33, R84 & R252.



Figure 8A Figure 8A illustrates the total (electrostatic + vdW) interaction energy willustrates the total (electrostatic + vdW) interaction energy with the protein and ith the protein and 
waters for the Clwaters for the Cl-- translocation through the GlpF pore. In the NPA region the aniotranslocation through the GlpF pore. In the NPA region the anion n 
interacts favorably with the NPA asparagines. The energy profileinteracts favorably with the NPA asparagines. The energy profile shows two barriers on shows two barriers on 
both sides of this region. The cytoplasmic and periplasmic regioboth sides of this region. The cytoplasmic and periplasmic regions of the pore are not ns of the pore are not 
favorable for Clfavorable for Cl-- due to unfavorable interaction with carbonyl oxygens and the chdue to unfavorable interaction with carbonyl oxygens and the charge of arge of 
glutamate side chains that bridge with the interglutamate side chains that bridge with the inter--helix NPA loops controlling the orientation helix NPA loops controlling the orientation 
of carbonyl oxygens inside the pore. We only carried out chloridof carbonyl oxygens inside the pore. We only carried out chloride permeation calculations e permeation calculations 
for the GlpF channel, as the bAQP1 pore is sterically constrictefor the GlpF channel, as the bAQP1 pore is sterically constricted in the SF region (pore d in the SF region (pore 
radius ~1.4 Å) and doesn’t allow Clradius ~1.4 Å) and doesn’t allow Cl-- to pass through (the Clto pass through (the Cl-- hard core is ~1.85 Å). hard core is ~1.85 Å). 

Figure 8B Figure 8B shows the PMF profile for Clshows the PMF profile for Cl-- permeation through the GlpF pore. From the permeation through the GlpF pore. From the 
PMF, we notice similar barriers on either side of the NPA motifsPMF, we notice similar barriers on either side of the NPA motifs; these prevent anionic ; these prevent anionic 
attraction to the NPA motifs [8]. The total energy profile and tattraction to the NPA motifs [8]. The total energy profile and the PMF differ. The he PMF differ. The 
cytoplasmic PMF barrier is smaller than the corresponding energycytoplasmic PMF barrier is smaller than the corresponding energy barrier. Also, the PMF barrier. Also, the PMF 
in the periplasmic mouth (from Z ~ in the periplasmic mouth (from Z ~ --20 Å to Z ~ 20 Å to Z ~ --15 Å) is higher than that in the 15 Å) is higher than that in the 
cytoplasmic mouth. Entry of Clcytoplasmic mouth. Entry of Cl-- into the protein mouth from the periplasm is blocked. The into the protein mouth from the periplasm is blocked. The 
free energy barrier in the periplasm of GlpF is due to D130 (seefree energy barrier in the periplasm of GlpF is due to D130 (see Fig. 2B). Fig. 2B). 

Limitation:Limitation: In Figs. 6In Figs. 6--8 the total interaction energies and the PMFs only have qualitat8 the total interaction energies and the PMFs only have qualitative ive 
meaning. Accounting for electronic polarization (ε = 2) and protmeaning. Accounting for electronic polarization (ε = 2) and protein flexibility would ein flexibility would 
significantly scale all energies.significantly scale all energies.



ConclusionsConclusions

•• The dynamics of water flow through the bAQP1 and GlpF channels iThe dynamics of water flow through the bAQP1 and GlpF channels is very different. In s very different. In 
bAQP1 under applied pressure only one water molecule at a time pbAQP1 under applied pressure only one water molecule at a time passes through the pore asses through the pore 
between the NPA and SF sites. In GlpF two water molecules can sibetween the NPA and SF sites. In GlpF two water molecules can simultaneously bond to multaneously bond to 
the NPA asparagines and pass through the SF in zigzag fashion; tthe NPA asparagines and pass through the SF in zigzag fashion; there is no water single here is no water single 
file in the GlpF pore.file in the GlpF pore.

•• In both channels there are two highly ordered water molecules, oIn both channels there are two highly ordered water molecules, one in the SF region and ne in the SF region and 
the other at the NPA site. Theirthe other at the NPA site. Their oxygens are bonded to protein hydrogens. In bAQP1 the oxygens are bonded to protein hydrogens. In bAQP1 the 
water chain is interrupted in the SF where a water is oriented iwater chain is interrupted in the SF where a water is oriented in the plane perpendicular n the plane perpendicular 
to the channel axis and forms three stable hydrogen bonds with pto the channel axis and forms three stable hydrogen bonds with protein atoms. The water rotein atoms. The water 
conformation in this SF depends on the protonation locus in H182conformation in this SF depends on the protonation locus in H182. In the GlpF pore there . In the GlpF pore there 
are no local restrictions on water molecule reorientation at theare no local restrictions on water molecule reorientation at the NPA motifs; a bipolar NPA motifs; a bipolar 
water arrangement [7] is thermally disrupted in the NPA region iwater arrangement [7] is thermally disrupted in the NPA region in both proteins.n both proteins.

•• The protein structure plays a significant role in water permeatiThe protein structure plays a significant role in water permeation and blocking ion on and blocking ion 
transport in aquaporins. The protein also controls the alignmenttransport in aquaporins. The protein also controls the alignment of water molecules. of water molecules. 

•• The water translocation PMFs demonstrate a wide well within bothThe water translocation PMFs demonstrate a wide well within both bAQP1 and GlpF bAQP1 and GlpF 
pores. Water molecule entry into the pore is favorable from bothpores. Water molecule entry into the pore is favorable from both cytoplasm and cytoplasm and 
periplasm. However, the free energy well is deeper in GlpF than periplasm. However, the free energy well is deeper in GlpF than in bAQP1 indicating in bAQP1 indicating 
that a larger activation energy for water transport through the that a larger activation energy for water transport through the GlpF pore is required.GlpF pore is required.



•• The permeation of KThe permeation of K++ ions through bAQP1 and GlpF is barred due to a large free energions through bAQP1 and GlpF is barred due to a large free energy y 
barrier in the NPA region. The PMFs illustrate that in both bAQPbarrier in the NPA region. The PMFs illustrate that in both bAQP1 and GlpF there is a 1 and GlpF there is a 
large free energy barrier in the cytoplasmic mouth blocking Klarge free energy barrier in the cytoplasmic mouth blocking K+ + entry from the cytoplasm. entry from the cytoplasm. 
Permeation of ClPermeation of Cl-- ions is prevented due to two free energy barriers located in thions is prevented due to two free energy barriers located in the e 
periplasmic and cytoplasmic pores. There is also a large free enperiplasmic and cytoplasmic pores. There is also a large free energy barrier in the ergy barrier in the 
periplasmic mouth barring Clperiplasmic mouth barring Cl-- entry from the periplasm.entry from the periplasm.

•• Our results support an electrostatic [8Our results support an electrostatic [8--10], not a reorientational [7] basis for proton 10], not a reorientational [7] basis for proton 
exclusion in AQPs. However, the similarity of the shape and the exclusion in AQPs. However, the similarity of the shape and the qualitative behavior of qualitative behavior of 
our PMFs for permeation of Kour PMFs for permeation of K++ (a point charge in a Lennard(a point charge in a Lennard--Jones sphere) through AQPs Jones sphere) through AQPs 
with PMFs for proton transport [8,10] calculated using empiricalwith PMFs for proton transport [8,10] calculated using empirically parameterized models ly parameterized models 
for Hfor H33OO++ begs the question: begs the question: are the Kare the K++ and hydronium models basically alike?and hydronium models basically alike? PMF PMF 
similarities imply that the empirical approaches describe the exsimilarities imply that the empirical approaches describe the excess proton in the protein as cess proton in the protein as 
a localized charge. a localized charge. Ab initioAb initio quantum simulations of liquid water [13] show that quantum quantum simulations of liquid water [13] show that quantum 
fluctuations lead to fairly large charge delocalization of the pfluctuations lead to fairly large charge delocalization of the protonic defect over several rotonic defect over several 
hydrogen bonds. The excess proton forms a fluxional defect (Hhydrogen bonds. The excess proton forms a fluxional defect (H55OO22

++ or Hor H99OO44
++ complexes) complexes) 

in the HBin the HB--ed network. Proton transport does not occur as a hydronium ion, ed network. Proton transport does not occur as a hydronium ion, but by but by 
continual interconversional switching between covalent and hydrocontinual interconversional switching between covalent and hydrogen bonds, in which the gen bonds, in which the 
activation barrier for proton tunneling between water oxygens isactivation barrier for proton tunneling between water oxygens is vanishingly small [13]. vanishingly small [13]. 
Thermal fluctuations provide directions and routes for the interThermal fluctuations provide directions and routes for the interchange between covalent change between covalent 
and hydrogen bonds. In this interchange process each participatiand hydrogen bonds. In this interchange process each participating atom moves by only a ng atom moves by only a 
fraction of fraction of Ångström. Ångström. 



•• Is the charge of the excess proton localized as an HIs the charge of the excess proton localized as an H33OO++ ion [8ion [8--10] or delocalized 10] or delocalized 
by complication with pore water(s) and/or peptide NHby complication with pore water(s) and/or peptide NH22 moieties [13,14]?moieties [13,14]?

•• Is proton transport similar to transport of other ions,  controlIs proton transport similar to transport of other ions,  controlled by solvation led by solvation 
and electrostatic effects [9], or does it involve interconversioand electrostatic effects [9], or does it involve interconversional switching nal switching 
between covalent and hydrogen bonds in a network of HBbetween covalent and hydrogen bonds in a network of HB--ed waters and ed waters and 
protein hydrogens [13]?protein hydrogens [13]?

•• What is the effect of the electrostatic gradients around the NPAWhat is the effect of the electrostatic gradients around the NPA (Figs. 7A & (Figs. 7A & 
7B) on the interchange between covalent and hydrogen bonds in a 7B) on the interchange between covalent and hydrogen bonds in a network of network of 
HBHB--ed waters and protein hydrogens?ed waters and protein hydrogens?

•• What is an exact role played by the hydrogens from aspargine resWhat is an exact role played by the hydrogens from aspargine residues in the idues in the 
NPA motifs and those from Arg and His residues in the SF [8] in NPA motifs and those from Arg and His residues in the SF [8] in the proton the proton 
transfer process?transfer process?

Questions remain …Questions remain …
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Figure 1.Figure 1. Molecular representation of a bAQP1 monomer. Protein residues aMolecular representation of a bAQP1 monomer. Protein residues and water nd water 
molecules are depicted as sticks. The image planes are blue panemolecules are depicted as sticks. The image planes are blue panels.ls.
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Figure 2A.Figure 2A. Water pathway along the bAQP1 channel. The trajectory of a Water pathway along the bAQP1 channel. The trajectory of a “tagged”“tagged” water water 
molecule is represented by the blue curve. Important residues limolecule is represented by the blue curve. Important residues lining the pore within a 4 ning the pore within a 4 
ÅÅ cutoff along the water trajectory are labeled, with individual acutoff along the water trajectory are labeled, with individual atoms conventionally toms conventionally 
colored. SF is the selectivity filter region; NPA is the NPA motcolored. SF is the selectivity filter region; NPA is the NPA motif. if. 
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Figure 2B.Figure 2B. Water pathway along the GlpF channel. The trajectory of a Water pathway along the GlpF channel. The trajectory of a “tagged”“tagged” water water 
molecule is represented by the blue curve. Important residues limolecule is represented by the blue curve. Important residues lining the pore within a 4 ning the pore within a 4 
ÅÅ cutoff along the water trajectory are labeled, with individual cutoff along the water trajectory are labeled, with individual atoms conventionally atoms conventionally 
colored. SF is the selectivity filter region; NPA is the NPA motcolored. SF is the selectivity filter region; NPA is the NPA motif.if.
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Figure 3.Figure 3. Two snapshots (Figs. 3A & 3B) from MC simulation revealing the Two snapshots (Figs. 3A & 3B) from MC simulation revealing the structure of structure of 
the HBthe HB--ed network of water molecules inside bAQP1. The four water moleced network of water molecules inside bAQP1. The four water molecules, ules, 
highlighted by a rectangle, adopt a specific equilibrium orientahighlighted by a rectangle, adopt a specific equilibrium orientation observed in all MC tion observed in all MC 
runs. The effect of protonation of the NE2 atom of H182 is illusruns. The effect of protonation of the NE2 atom of H182 is illustrated in Fig. 3B.trated in Fig. 3B.
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Figure 4.Figure 4. Two snapshots (Figs. 4A & 4B) from MC simulation revealing the Two snapshots (Figs. 4A & 4B) from MC simulation revealing the structure of structure of 
the HBthe HB--ed network of water molecules inside GlpF. Water molecules in thed network of water molecules inside GlpF. Water molecules in the constriction e constriction 
region (SF) and at the NPA motif, highlighted by green circles, region (SF) and at the NPA motif, highlighted by green circles, adopt specific equilibrium adopt specific equilibrium 
orientations observed in all MC runs.orientations observed in all MC runs.
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Figure 6A.Figure 6A. Water total (electrostatic + Water total (electrostatic + 
vdW) interaction energy profiles as vdW) interaction energy profiles as 
functions of the Zfunctions of the Z--coordinate in both coordinate in both 
bAQP1 and GlpF. bAQP1 and GlpF. 
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Figure 6B.Figure 6B. Water PMF profiles as Water PMF profiles as 
functions of the Zfunctions of the Z--coordinate in both coordinate in both 
bAQP1 and GlpF. Energies are measured bAQP1 and GlpF. Energies are measured 
relative to the minimum in the SF. relative to the minimum in the SF. 
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Figure 7A.Figure 7A. KK++ total (electrostatic + vdW)  total (electrostatic + vdW)  
interaction energy profiles as functions of interaction energy profiles as functions of 
the Zthe Z--coordinate in both bAQP1 and GlpF. coordinate in both bAQP1 and GlpF. 
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Figure 7B.Figure 7B. PMF profiles as functions of the PMF profiles as functions of the 
ZZ--coordinate in both bAQP1 and GlpF for coordinate in both bAQP1 and GlpF for 
translocation of Ktranslocation of K++..
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Figure 8A.Figure 8A. ClCl-- total (electrostatic + vdW)  total (electrostatic + vdW)  
interaction energy profile as a function of interaction energy profile as a function of 
the Zthe Z--coordinate in GlpF.coordinate in GlpF.
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Figure 8B.Figure 8B. PMF profile as a function of the PMF profile as a function of the 
ZZ--coordinate in GlpF for translocation of coordinate in GlpF for translocation of 
ClCl--. . 


